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ABSTRACT
While humans are quite good at copying motions from others,
it is difficult to do so in a dynamic sport such as skiing. Hence,
we propose a virtual reality ski training system, which visualizes
prerecorded expert motion in different ways and enables users to
learn by copying. The system is based on a commercial indoor ski
simulator, a VR headset, and two VR trackers to capture the ski’s
motion. Users can control their skis on the virtual ski slope and
improve their skills by following a digital avatar of the expert skier
replayed in front of them. We investigate 3 types of visualizations
for training: Graphs to visualize the angle of feet compared to the
expert, periodic copies of the expert’s pose to show the spatial and
temporal motion of the key movements, and a more minimal ribbon-
trace of the leading skier to point out the optimized trajectory.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; • Comput-
ing methodologies → Virtual reality;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite a considerable number of studies, there are still many re-
strictions in alpine ski training. Skiing is a seasonal sport that
requires snow and slopes. Also, it is hard for beginners to mimic
expert’s motions directly as they cannot follow and observe expert
skiers on the slope. As it is difficult for learners to analyze their
own movements, the instructor has to observe and correct their
motions and cannot display them at the same time.

Therefore, we propose a VR-based system for alpine ski training,
which replays and visualizes the recorded motion of an expert skier.
Using an indoor ski simulator, the user can see the virtual ski slope
through a head-mounted display (HMD). An avatar, displaying the
recorded motions of the expert is shown in front of the user on
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Figure 1: The VR-based ski training system is based on an
indoor ski simulator (left) and a virtual slope environment
displaying the motion of an expert skier (right).

the same slope. To enable the aspiring learner to better mimic the
motions and also gain feedback, we proposed three visualization
methods to enhance the replay. This involves the use of graphs
that display the current and targeted foot angle, periodic pose
breakdowns of the expert for reference, and a 3-dimensional ribbon
trail that indicates trajectory and targeted foot angle on the virtual
slope. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing works that
provide real-time ski teaching in VR. Thus, we consider our work
to be the first real-time visualization system for VR ski training on
an indoor ski simulator.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Several studies on alpine skiing have been performed, most of them
using haptic [Kobeissi et al. 2017] or sonification [Hasegawa et al.
2012] feedback as visual feedback is hard to implement in such a
dynamic sport. However, a few studies focus on visibility factors,
indicating the benefits of visual cues when learning skiing [Aleshin
et al. 2011]. The work of [Aleshin et al. 2009] is the first to bring ski
training into a virtual environment by using a ski simulator with
a projection screen, which shows a virtual slope that dynamically
reacts to the user’s movements. However, modern VR systems can
provide an even more immersive experience, which is why we aim
to create a VR based ski simulator that is also capable of providing
feedback on the learner’s performance.

AR, MR, and VR systems are already successfully used for train-
ing in a number of sports. [Ikeda et al. 2018] proposed a method of
replaying the motion of professional players in MR for golf training,
while [Chan et al. 2011] presented a VR system for dance training,
using the ability of humans to easily adjust their movement when
a reference motion is shown in front of them. However, in contrast
to a golf swing or dance moves, actions in skiing are particularly
dynamic and dependent on the environment and can hardly be
practiced in isolation, which is why the digital support for this
sport is particularly challenging.
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Figure 2: User’s view of three functions: Foot Angle Graph (1), Sequential After-Ghost (2), Ribbon Indicator (3).

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
Our training system consists of an indoor ski simulator (Pro Ski-
Simulator Power Ski Simulator1) and a VR system (HTC Vive Pro),
which includes the head mounted display, two base stations, and a
pair of Vive trackers mounted on the skis to track their position and
rotation. Turns are simulated by a sideways motion in conjunction
with a rotation around the forward axis (see Figure 1, left).

For the training in VR, we created a virtual ski slope in Unity. We
recorded the movement data of a professional skier and mapped it
to a digital avatar to replay it to the user. This enables the aspiring
learner to observe themotion of an expert skier continuously, which
is hardly possible in real skiing. This way, the user can observe
the professional skier’s motion from close proximity and focus
on copying it. To support the learning process we implemented
additional feedback and auxiliary visualizations shown in Figure 2.

Foot Angle Graph. To visualize the user’s motion and enable a
comparison to the recorded movement of the expert skier, we visu-
alize the foot angles over time (see Figure 2.1). The graphs show
the live rotation of the VR trackers for the user (the red line) and
the recorded expert (the yellow line) for each foot. This enables a
comparison of the movements. In our tests, we noticed that pro-
fessional skiers output regular sine-like curves while beginner’s
graphs are more aperiodic. The graphs are fixed in the back of the
scene to enable a quick glance while still focusing on the expert.

Sequential After-Ghost. To better visualize the temporal and spa-
tial aspects of the expert motion, we show periodic copies of the
expert avatar (see Figure 2.2). This so-called After-Ghost matches
the pose and position of the expert’s avatar at a particular point
in time and provides a reoccurring semi-opaque reference. The
intention is to support users to better copy the pose and trajectory
of the leading skier. With a motion capture system, in the future, it
will also be possible to dynamically match the user’s pose to the
target and provide feedback on the performance.

Ribbon Indicator. During testing, we learned that skiing through
the ghost avatars and the division of focus between the expert’s
avatar and its copies was disturbing and confusing for some users.
Thus, as a minimal option to show the temporal position, we devel-
oped a trail to visualize the trajectory of the expert skier. This trail,
which is the center of gravity mapped on the slope can be imagined
as a ribbon, whose rotation shows the angle of the expert’s skies,
indicating the target angle of the skies.
1https://www.ski-simulator.com/power-ski-simulator-en

4 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Initial test showed that the primary challenge of our system is to bal-
ance the level of detail visualizations and feedback contain. While
it is tempting to show as much information as possible we noticed
that reduced visualizations are often more helpful. We learned that
the Foot Angle Graph is quite difficult to understand when only
taking short glances. As users are mostly interested in knowing
if their curve matches the expert’s, we will consider simpler vi-
sualization (e.g. arrow indicators) for the feet angle comparison.
Also the Sequential After-Ghost condition turned out to be visually
overloaded, as it is difficult to focus on both the ghost and the coach
simultaneously. This insight resulted in the design of the Ribbon
Indicator, which provides a better experience but lacks feedback on
the performance. We will work on this in the future.

Last but not least, in VR systems that involve heavy movement,
cybersickness is an issue. In our system some users felt unwell
when looking at the bypassing scenery, however, adding the expert
avatar fixed this problem as it provided a natural point of focus.

In summary, we believe that our VR ski simulator has the poten-
tial to complementing current training methods for alpine skiing
by helping aspiring skiers to learn movements from experts.
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